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COLD OPEN

TITLE: 2:30 AM

TITLE: On a Wednesday

TITLE: Philadelphia, PA

1 OVER TITLES WE HEAR: 1

DENNIS (V.O.)

Honestly, I think dick towel has a

lot of potential.

MAC (V. O.)

Yeah bro, we just gotta get the

name out there.

FRANK (V. O.)

What the hell is a dick towel?!?

FADE IN:

2 INT. PADDY’S PUB - N 2

Dennis, Mac, Frank and Charlie are sitting around a booth at

the bar late night. In the background, a late night

infomercial for ShamWow with Vince Shlomi is playing. Dee

is in the background wiping down tables and cleaning up

glasses.

DENNIS

Dick towel is our ticket to

wealth...obscene wealth!

MAC

Frank, you have got to see our

commercial! Dick towel is a towel

with a dick on it!!

DENNIS

Dick towel is going to have an

absolute monopoly on the college

market!

FRANK

So, you think every guy in college

is going to want to have a dick

towel?

(CONTINUED)
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MAC

Absolutely Frank, it’s the ultimate

gag gift. And it can really shows

off everyone’s unique personality.

DENNIS

You’re not going to want just one

Frank! You’ll want to collect all

of them!

CHARLIE

We’ve really thought of

everything. We got all our options

covered...average, well endowed,

John Holmes, choad, and tally

wacker.

DENNIS

Not just that, but also

circumcised,

uncircumcised, shaven, huge bush,

manscap--

CHARLIE

(interrupting)

It’s such a good idea that it will

almost be able to compete with

kitten mittens!

MAC

Bullshit! Kitten mittens is a

terrible idea!

CHARLIE

The market for kitten mittens is so

much larger! I mean 4 paws versus

one towel?! The demand will be so

much higher!

DENNIS

Is he serious?

FRANK

I think you guys have a great

product there. Let’s come up with

an image to sell that bullshit!

Dee walks up closer to where the gang is sitting at the

bar. As she walks over, she looks pissed, since she is the

only one doing anything that would classify as work.

(CONTINUED)
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DEE

(looking up to the television

near the booth)

Who would ever use that?

The gang stops talking and there is a brief pause, while

everyone looks over at Dee visible annoyed.

FRANK

Deandra, are you serious?!?! This

is what the American Dream is all

about!

DEE

Since when is the American Dream

about peddling cheap crap that no

one needs?

FRANK

It has nothing to do with the

product that you’re selling! It’s

all about the delivery! The pitch

is more important than anything!

DEE

So, you’re saying that it doesn’t

matter what the product is? That

is retarded!

FRANK

It’s much more important WHO is

selling it! They just have to be

memorable! Everything else falls

into place after that! How do you

think I was able to be so

successful?!

DEE

Frank, how were you ever

successful?

FRANK

I’m an idea man! My main hombre,

Billy Mays was the pitchman. He’s

a hero of mine!

DENNIS

How is that man your hero?

FRANK

He was the best of his craft!

(CONTINUED)
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DENNIS

What did he ever help you sell? Or

for that matter sell to you? You

obviously don’t use Oxiclean!!

Dennis points to a glaring mustard stain on Frank’s shirt.

FRANK

How long has that been there?

CHARLIE

I think we had hotdogs last week!

FRANK

Oh, that reminds me!

Franks proceeds to pull out a cocktail wiener out of the

breast pocket of his shirt and eats it whole. The Gang is

visible disgusted.

DENNIS

Why would you eat week old food

that you find in your pocket!?!

FRANK

It’s like a fine scotch! It only

gets better with age!

DENNIS

Frank, you repulse me! You are the

second most disgusting human being

in this room!

Dennis looks over to Mac, who is once again stuffing his

face with chimichangas. Mac then starts to talk with a full

bite of food in his mouth.

MAC

(INAUDIBLE)

Dude have you tried these

chimichangas? They’re really good!

Mac proceeds to swallow his food.

MAC (cont’d)

Oh and by the way, Billy Mays has

got nothing on Steven Segal!

After Mac finishes speaking, a new commercial comes on the

television. The commercial is for an American Idol style

talent competition that is being hosted in Philadelphia this

weekend. The show is called “America’s Next Top

Pitchman.” A spokesman comes on discussing the details of

(CONTINUED)
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the contest. While he is discussing the contest, there are a

number of famous pitchmen that are flashing on the screen.

FRANK

Don’t you ever talk about Billy

like that! There will never be

anyone as good as him! He was the

ultimate salesman!

Charlie is intently watching the commercial and blurts

out...

CHARLIE

Hey Mac, that guy looks just like

you!

The commercial shows Billy Mays in his role as the spokesman

for Mighty Putty. After he is on screen, Damone Howell,

comes on screen. Damone is an eccentric carrot top type

lookin dude that is running the competition.

DAMONE (V.O.)

Philadelphia, do you think that you

have what it takes to be a great

pitchman? We’ll be hosting tryouts

for America’s Next Top Pitchman all

next week at the Downtown

Philadelphia Marriott!

DEE

As a serious actress, I can’t

believe anyone would want to

degrade themselves by starring in

one of those cheap infomercials!

DENNIS

You’re not an actress!! You have

no talent!

CHARLIE

Hey Mac, maybe you could be the

next Willy Mays!

FRANK

Charlie, you just might be on to

something!

CUT TO:

MAIN TITLES

TITLE: “The Gang Goes Reality”

TITLE: “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia”

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

3 EXT. OUTSIDE PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - DAY 3

Frank, Mac, and Charlie are standing in line with a handful

of people that are waiting to sign up and enter the pitchman

competition.

MAC

I can’t believe that you guys

dragged me out here for this.

FRANK

Mac, you gotta give this a

chance. You’re the perfect guy for

the job!

CHARLIE

I don’t understand, why does

America need a new

pitchman? Frank, I thought that

you said that guy Billy Ray Cyrus

was already the best. We just saw

him on TV. Why does he need to be

replaced?

FRANK

Charlie, you’re a little mixed

up. Billy MAYS has unfortunately

passed on.

Frank looks up to the sky and pulls out a 22 oz. can of Wolf

Cola from his pocket. He takes a swig out of the can and

then pours some out on the ground. He looks up, pounds his

chest twice, and points up to the sky.

CHARLIE

Oh, Billy Mays! I just saw him the

other night! He hasn’t gone

anywhere. He’s selling things on

TV as we speak.

MAC

Charlie, just because someone is on

TV doesn’t mean that they’re still

alive!

CHARLIE

Yeah, I guess you’re right. I

haven’t really kept up with current

events over the last few months.

(CONTINUED)
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MAC

Haven’t kept up with current

events? Dude, you probably think

George Bush is still president!

CHARLIE

Nah dude, it’s obviously Dick

Chaney! Has been all along!

MAC

Frank, would you talk to him? I

feel like I’m talking in circles

here!

FRANK

Charlie, you have to stay focused

on the task at hand! I think Mac

has got what it takes to win this

whole thing! This competition is a

huge opportunity for us!

MAC

Frank, I can’t believe I listened

to you and allowed you to drag me

down here! I mean really

dude!? Look at these people! How

do they expect to sell anything

when they can’t even take the time

to shower!

Camera pans the crowd of mainly degenerates where someone is

using Febreeze as a deodorant.

CHARLIE

Mac, I think you’re being a little

harsh on everyone here.

MAC

Charlie, we’re just standing around

in a line! There is absolutely

nothing going on here! No one is

going to do anything as a

pitchman! Huge waste of time!

FRANK

Mac, this could be a big break for

you. I think we could make a shit

ton of money if someone cultivates

your talent. Plus, like Charlie

said, you do look an awful lot like

Billy. I mean, that can’t hurt

either, right?

(CONTINUED)
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MAC

I feel like I’m standing in line to

take a piss at Woodstock ’99!

The guys are continuing to move up closer and closer in line

as they have been talking and are now approaching the front.

FRANK

Come on man, just give it a

shot! Let’s get you registered for

this shindig!

CUT TO:

4 INT. PADDY’S PUB - DAY 4

Dennis and Dee are back at the bar, clearly not interested

in participating in the contest.

DEE

So, how do you think the tryouts

are going for those 3 jokers?

DENNIS

I think it’s a huge waste of

time. I don’t see how they could

possibly have a chance to win this,

right? Besides, if anyone should

be on TV, it should be me! After

all, I have the physique of a Greek

God!

DEE

I agree, well except for the whole

Greek God part. All these reality

type shows are a joke anyway! It’s

just so degrading how everyone sees

you at your worst moments. And the

“celebrities” on these shows,

please being born into money

doesn’t make you important!

DENNIS

Dee, you enable this! I’ve seen

you “keep up with the

Kardashians.” You and people like

YOU are the reason why these shows

exist!

DEE

You know I’m not a fan of that

trash! I just find it hard to

(MORE)
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DEE (cont’d)
believe that Scott can be such a

dick to Kourtney and now she wants

to have another child with

him! And I really hope Kim is able

to find true love, I can totally

identi---

DENNIS

(interrupting)

I don’t give a shit about any of

that! The fact you know all of

that, means you are a fan!

Dee starts clapping.

DEE

Bravo! Bravo Dennis! Is being a

fan of reality shows a crime? Why

should I write off a whole

genre? Obviously, it’s not as

glamorous as acting in a movie, but

maybe I could find my big break

with one of those shows.

DENNIS

Dee, someone would actually have to

cast you to even be in a show. And

we know that’s not happenin!

DEE

Well, what if I made my own reality

show? That way I could demonstrate

all of my talents.

DENNIS

That’s horrible and would never

work, but it does give me an

idea...

Dennis goes into the back room and gets out a tripod,

camcorder, boom mic, and a clapperboard and is arranging

everything to start shooting.

DENNIS (cont’d)

Dee, you know how to work the

camera?

DEE

Yeah, I can work the camera, what

are you looking to shoot?

(CONTINUED)
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Dennis is doing some last minute primping in preparation for

the camera to be on him and is applying some foundation in

the mirror.

DENNIS

Dee, don’t worry about that. Now

get the clapperboard ready and make

sure you have the camera in focus

on me.

Dee moves clapperboard into the vision of the camera. On

the clapperboard “Dennis Reynolds: Reflections on Reality"

is visible.

DEE

So, what exactly are we looking to

do here? And where did you get all

this equipment from?

DENNIS

I had all this stuff lying around

from my other projects, but that is

not important! The important thing

is we take these reality stars down

a peg or two and make me a star!!

DEE

Make us stars?

DENNIS

Yeah right...us

stars...whatever. So, let’s get to

work.

Dee hits the clapper, and starts the video camera up and

starts recording.

DEE

Okay I guess...action!!

DENNIS

Hello, I’m Dennis Reynolds and this

is “Reflections on Reality.” As we

all know reality shows have really

turned into a popular genre in

American television. Over the last

10 years, these programs have

brought us some truly great moments

that entrench themselves deep into

our emotional fabric and help

influence many fads and trends in

popular culture. But at what cost

I ask!?! Sure, it all started

(MORE)
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DENNIS (cont’d)

innocently enough with the Real

World and its 26 seasons...I mean

really 26 seasons of people

arguing, roommates bangin, and

group orgies in hot tubs. But hey,

at least it was pioneering for its

time and paved the way for a

quality show like Survivor. Then

again, if I wanted to watch people

starve themselves, not shower, and

eat insects, all I need to do is go

out back of Paddy’s and find

Rickety Cricket. Nick Lachey,

Jessica Simpson...yeah that worked

out real well. Nick I understand

your situation, and I too got bored

after being married for a few days

before I realized I hated my wife

too, but I digress. It did make

sense for you after 98 degrees,

because we all knew you wouldn’t be

churning out those top 10 hits

forever. And how many competitions

do we need to have to find the best

singer in the country?!?! I don’t

need to see any more of my

childhood icons fall from

grace!! Hogan versus Andre the

Giant, and Emmitt Smith versus

Jerry Rice in the 1993 NFC

championship has been replaced by

Hulk’s marriage eroding and a vote

on who can do the best salsa and

merengue! Those gorilla juiceheads

ruined my childhood vacation

spot!! Ronnie and Sam!! Who gives

a shit!! And is it a rule that

someone needs a sex tape before

they get a reality series!! Breast

implants have been replaced with

calf implants!! It’s all fake

anyway!! Idiots, they’re all

idiots!! When is my chance to cash

in!!

Dee cuts the camera and is frantically trying to get

Dennis’s attention to get him to stop. While screaming, Dee

is continuously snapping down the clapper to bring Dennis

out of his rant.

(CONTINUED)
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DEE

Cut! Cut! Cut! Dennis! Enough

already!!

As Dee is furiously slapping the clapper down, the duct tape

that states “Dennis Reynolds: Reflections on Reality” falls

off to reveal “Hotel Concierge #4.

DENNIS

Dee, what is it!! Why are you

interrupting me!?!

DEE

Dennis! What the hell was

that? And what is Hotel Concierge

#4?

DENNIS

(puzzled)

That was my reflection on reality

television, was it not good?

DEE

That was God Awful!! Dennis, we

need a new angle. We’ll go down

there for the tryout and get more

of a behind the scenes taste of

reality if you catch my drift.

DENNIS

(still dazed)

I have no idea what the hell you’re

talking about, but yeah, maybe it

would be a good idea to get a

little air.

DEE

Walk it off bud!

Dee puts her arm around Dennis and they walk out of the bar.

CUT TO:

5 INT. PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT 5

Charlie, Frank and Mac are getting closer to the

registration desk for the contest.

FRANK

Alright Mac, time to wow these

judges!

(CONTINUED)
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The gang steps up to the registration desk where 2 officials

are sitting.

CHARLIE

We’re interested in signing up our

friend.

OFFICIAL #1

Alright sir, here’s a packet of

information to read through and a

few forms to fill out.

MAC

Buddy, what’s the deal? What are

we selling and what can we win?

OFFICIAL #1

This is a preliminary round of the

competition. By the end of the

day, we will be down to 5

finalists. The 5 finalists will

win $1000 and a paid trip to New

York with the chance to be

America’s Next Top Pitchman. The

winner gets $50,000 and a chance to

be on national television!

MAC

50Gs?!? Alright, sign me up!

OFFICIAL #1

Read through the packet first, sign

the forms, and then you can wait

until you get called for your

audition.

FRANK

Let’s expidite this process.

MAC

Yeah, ya jamoke. Name Mac

Profession Badass Email

Macisdope@hotmail.com! Booyah!

Signed up!

OFFICIAL #2

Well, "Mac", read through the

information and sign off like

everyone else and then come back to

see us again.

(CONTINUED)
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MAC

Give me the form!

Mac takes the form out of the official’s hand and quickly

signs it.

MAC (cont’d)

Here ya go broski, the John Hancock

right there for ya!

Mac signs the form and throws it back at the official.

MAC

So, you give me a number or

something?

Official reluctantly gives Mac a number for the competition.

OFFICIAL #1

Here’s your official entry

number. They will call your number

when they are ready for you.

The guys walk over to a waiting area.

CHARLIE

Mac, you killed it right

there! You do that during the

audition and there is no way they

could say no to you!

FRANK

You got this Mac! I’m feeling the

vibes man! This is going to be our

lucky day.

CUT TO:

6 INT. DENNIS’S CAR - LATER 6

Dee and Dennis are driving over to the where the competition

is being held.

DENNIS

So, what are you thinking?

DEE

Time for plan B, Dennis. We’ll

make our own show by filming all

the losers that are trying out

today.

(CONTINUED)
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DENNIS

That’s not bad Dee. Maybe we

shouldn’t just bash reality TV...

DEE

Yeah, we’ll just rip on all the

losers that show up for this thing!

DENNIS

I like it Dee, we can be like the

Bonnie and Clyde of newscasters!

DEE

Gross! Bonnie and Clyde! I’m not

going to bang you Dennis!

DENNIS

No, no, no!! I meant like rogue

newscasters. Get the story behind

the story!

DEE

Alright perv, we’re just about

here.

CUT TO:

7 EXT. OUTSIDE PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - LATER THAT DAY 7

Dennis and Dee are walking up to the hotel with flip video

cameras. A number of people are loitering outside.

DENNIS

Let’s find some scrubs to interview

and get some good footage.

DEE

Why am I always the one operating

the camera?

DENNIS

Because I have the good looks,

charm and charisma! Look, here’s

some people we can talk to.

They walk up to a group of people. One is in a Mexican

outfit.

DEE

You think this is a good idea

Dennis?

(CONTINUED)
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DENNIS

These folks look like an easy

target. Let’s get rollin!

Dee fumbles with the flip video camera and gets ready to use

it.

DEE

Ok, ready when you are?

Dennis approaches the group and starts the interview.

DENNIS

Hello gentlemen, Dennis Reynolds

here reporting on location at the

Pitchman tryout today. You look

like you have come a long way for

this contest.

MAN #1

We’re excited that this is here in

Philadelphia! We want to win that

money!

DENNIS

I see that your friend here is

dressed in a sombrero. Is there a

Mexican theme with this contest?

MAN #2

Not that I know of, I just like

having an excuse to wear this

thing. I paid $150 bucks for this

costume last Cinco de Mayo and I

want my money’s worth!

MAN #1

Hank over here, is just looking for

an excuse to grow a sweet stache.

MAN #2

Well, that and findin’ some ladies

to drink this with and take that

mustache for a ride.

Hank flashes a bottle of tequila.

DENNIS

But what about the

competition? Don’t you want to

give yourself the best chance to

win?

(CONTINUED)
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MAN #2

I just need to take the edge off

and then I’ll do even better! Who

cares anyways? This is the best

party in town!

DEE

Dennis, can we move onto

interviewing someone else? These

guys are really creepin me out.

DENNIS

So you guys don’t care about famous

spokesmen from the past that you’re

trying to emulate?

MAN #2

Hell no, I don’t give a damn about

any of those jackoffs.

Dennis turns away from the group and back at Dee.

DENNIS

Cut! Let’s get the hell out of

here. This interview is going no

where!

DEE

Later boners!

Dennis and Dee leave abruptly and walk into the main lobby.

MAN #2

Screw you!

DENNIS

Get bent!

FADE OUT:

END OF ACT ONE

(CONTINUED)
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

8 INT. PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - WAITING ROOM 8

Frank, Charlie, and Mac are sitting and waiting to be called

for the audition. They are reviewing the packet of

information that was given to them. You can see Dee and

Dennis through the window from where they are sitting.

CHARLIE

Is that Dennis yelling at a

Mexican?

FRANK

They prefer the term wetback,

Charlie.

MAC

Why are they here? I thought they

said they had "better things to

do."

FRANK

Mac, it says here that the product

that you’ll be selling is the

Burrito Maker 5000!

MAC

The 5000! I heard that makes some

killer burritos!

CHARLIE

Is that the one that makes the

tortillas and then rolls them for

you?

MAC

You bet your ass it is!

FRANK

If you believe in the product, it

will sell itself! That’s what

Billy always used to say...

Dennis and Dee walk through the front door into the waiting

room.

DENNIS

You would not believe these

people! You try to exploit them to

(MORE)
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DENNIS (cont’d)
help make you a star and they give

you shit to work with!

MAC

What, dude?!

Dennis storms off.

DEE

Yeah, things didn’t really go too

well out there for him...

Another number is called up to go into the audition.

DEE (cont’d)

Looks like I’m up bitches! Good

luck waiting around!

MAC

What do you mean you’re up? We’ve

been sitting around here all day

for our turn!

DEE

I registered on my smartphone

earlier while Dennis was primping

himself. It’s way easier to do

everything online now. You didn’t

get the memo?

CHARLIE/MAC/FRANK

God dammit!

CUT TO:

9 INT. PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - TRYOUT ROOM 9

Dee skips in, pleased with herself that she was able to show

up and get seen right away. The narrator from the

commercial is there and is one of the 3 judges.

DAMONE

State your name and where you’re

from.

DEE

Deandrea Reynolds, born and raised

in Philadelphia. Wooo, go

Phillies!

(CONTINUED)
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DAMONE

And why do you think you have got

what it takes to be America’s Next

Top Pitchman?

DEE

Well, I’m talented, pretty, upbeat

and I have an acting background of

many years. What am I pitching?

DAMONE

That product right over

there. It’s called the Burrito

Maker 5000. Go ahead and get

started.

Dee takes a deep breath and gets ready to shine.

DEE

The Burrito Maker 5000 is truly a

one of a kind innovative product

that will revolutionize the eating

of Mexican food in one’s

kitchen! Not only does it make

tortillas, but it can roll the

perfect Burrito for

you. Guaranteed to have no --

Dee starts to drive heave and the judges look on disgusted.

JUDGE #2

Please try and pull yourself

together.

JUDGE #3

I think that I am going to be sick.

Judge #3 gets up from the chair and tries to leave the room.

DAMONE

This is the worst performance all

day!

DEE

I can do better. Can I just have

one more shot?

DAMONE

No! There is no way that you have

the talent for the next round!

Dee exits the room dejected.

CUT TO:
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10 INT. PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - EXIT OUTSIDE OF THE TRYOUT ROOM

10

Dee is dejected after getting turned down from the tryout

and is walking away from the room. A host approaches her,

who does the exit interviews.

HOST

How did it go in there? Do you

have good news for us?

DEE

They said that I wasn’t what they

were looking for.

HOST

Sorry to hear that, Deandrea. I’m

sure with some more perseverance,

there will be a spot for you

somewhere down the line.

DEE

Thanks, next time I’ll be ready!

A creepy dude who was lurking in the background has taken an

interest in Dee.

CREEPY DUDE

I like your energy! I think I can

offer you some help Deandra!

DEE

How can you help me?

CREEPY DUDE

My name is Vinny and I run a

company that produces portfolios to

help promote the careers of

aspiring models and actresses.

DEE

So you want to be my agent?

CREEPY DUDE

Something like that...I’ll take

some quick headshots and put

together a portfolio to help you

better market yourself.

DEE

I’m not really interested...it’s

been a long day...

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPY DUDE

Come on now, a pretty lady like you

just has to be discovered! The

networks are going to love you!

DEE

You think I’m pretty??

CREEPY DUDE

Gorgeous, personable and extremely

talented! Just give me 5 minutes

of your time and I will really help

to get the ball rollin for you!!

DEE

Well, I guess I could spare 5

minutes of my day!

CREEPY DUDE

Great, we’ll do a quick photo

session and then I’ll have your

free portfolio ready for you by the

end of the week.

Dee agrees to take a few quick shots. The creepy dude is

using an old 1980’s style poloroid camera that produces the

instant developed pictures. Dennis is walking and seeing

the shoot from afar. The creepy dude is directing Dee for

various poses with her shoes off.

DENNIS

Dee! What the hell are you doing?

DEE

Leave me alone Dennis! I’m making

a portfolio to further my acting

career!

DENNIS

What about our interviews!! I need

your help on this project! We had

an agreement!

DEE

Screw you Dennis, there was no

agreement! Find someone else to be

your cameraman!

DENNIS

I ask for your help one time! Only

to find you wandering off and

making some kind of softcore porn

with vagrants! So typical!

(CONTINUED)
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Dennis storms off again.

DEE

This is not softcore porn! Screw

you Dennis!

CREEPY DUDE

Okay, that looks good to

me! That’s a wrap! I just need

the $100 publishing fee from you.

DEE

I thought you said it was free?!

CREEPY DUDE

No, the photo shoot is free, but

the publishing isn’t included.

DEE

I only have 40 bucks.

CREEPY DUDE

Yeah, that’s fine.

Creepy dude takes the money and walks away.

DEE

Hey, what the hell man! Don’t you

want my contact info?

CREEPY DUDE

Don’t worry about it. I’ll find

you!

CUT TO:

11 INT. PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - MAIN LOBBY OUTSIDE OF THE

TRYOUT ROOM 11

Mac, Charlie and Frank are still waiting for Mac’s turn to

tryout.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

Next up in the on deck circle for

the tryouts! Contestant number

2384! Once again, Contestant 2384,

would you please come up you are

next for the tryout.

CHARLIE

Mac, that’s your number!

(CONTINUED)
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FRANK

Alright Mac, it’s go time brother!

MAC

Oh I’m ready!

Mac starts to do shadow karate fighting.

CUT TO:

12 INT. PHILADELPHIA MARRIOTT - TRYOUT ROOM 12

Mac, Charlie and Frank enter and Mac’s tryout begins.

DAMONE

State you name and where you are

from.

MAC

Mac! South Philly!

DAMONE

Who the hell are these guys?

FRANK

We’re his entourage!

CHARLIE

Go Mac!

DAMONE

And why do you think you have got

what it takes to be America’s Next

Top Pitchman?

MAC

Bro! I love burritos, tacos, and

chimichangas! I love Mexican

food! Couple that with the fact

that I’m a 3rd degree black belt in

karate...now that’s a winning

combination!

DAMONE

Ok Mac, the floor is yours. You’ll

be pitching the Burrito Maker 5000,

which is right over there.

Mac walks over to the Burrito Maker 5000 station.

(CONTINUED)
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MAC

Ladies and Gentleman, prepare to be

amazed by the Burrito Maker

5000! Not only does it make fresh

tortillas, but it also has

exclusive burrito rolling

technology, that helps to roll a

perfect burrito every time!! I

purchased one for my home and I use

it every single night of the week!

Making the perfect burrito has

helped me to get in the best shape

of my life! The burrito diet has

helped me improve my physique, my

coordination, my athletic prowess

and has given me cat like

reflexes. That is because of the

Burrito Maker 5000’s unique burrito

formula is fortified with vitamins

and minerals. All you need to do

is take the ingredients and put

them in the easy to use top loader.

Mac fills the Burrito Maker 5000 with the ingredients.

MAC (cont’d)

After putting in the necessary

ingredients, it’s as easy as

hitting the start button to get

that amazing, quintessential

burrito that everyone in America

has come to enjoy!

Mac tries to start the Burrito Maker, but it is not

working. At this point, Mac steps back and delivers a

perfectly executed roundhouse kick that connects with the

machine and starts it.

MAC

Hadouken! It’s just that easy

folks! 5 minutes and then great

burritos! Burritos in my belly!!

The judges all rise from their seats and begin to clap.

DAMONE

Mac, that was amazing! I think

that I can speak for everyone and

inform you that you have qualified

for our final round.
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JUDGE #2

The final will be held in New York

tomorrow among the top 5

contestants.

JUDGE #3

Here’s your gold ticket

Mac. Present this when you come

back for the final.

JUDGE #2

In addition to the gold ticket, the

finalists also receive $1000 and a

coupon to redeem a baker’s dozen of

free burritos from any of the

Chipotles in the Philadelphia area.

DAMONE

Mac, you truly put on a great show

today. You are the frontrunner to

win the grand prize! Enjoy the

moment, enjoy your winnings, and we

will see you in New York City

tomorrow at 12 for the final.

MAC

That’s awesome! I’m super

psyched! I can’t believe this!

CHARLIE

You’re the man Mac!

FRANK

I knew you could do it buddy!

Mac walks up to the judges, shakes their hands and they hand

him the prize.

CUT TO:

13 INT. PHIADELPHIA MARRIOTT - EXIT OUTSIDE OF THE TRYOUT ROOM

13

Mac, Charlie, and Frank walk out of the room with the money

displayed. They are super stoked.

MAC

Guys, I can’t believe this!

CHARLIE

Let’s go out and celebrate!

(CONTINUED)
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FRANK

You guys want to go back to

Paddy’s?

MAC

Let’s all go out drinkin and get

some burritos!

CHARLIE

Drinkin! Drinkin! Drinkin!!

Mac and Frank start chanting with Charlie.

CUT TO:

14 EXT. ENTRANCE OF A CHIC DOWNTOWN NIGHTCLUB 14

Mac, Charlie and Frank are waiting to get in to the club and

are greeted by the bouncer.

BOUNCER

I can’t let you guys in. You don’t

have any girls with you and no one

fits the dress code.

MAC

Well sir, maybe my friend Mr.

Franklin can change your mind?

Mac holds out $100 for the bouncer to let them in.

BOUNCER

Make it $200 and you got a deal.

FRANK

Screw this guys, let’s just go back

to Paddy’s!

MAC

No Frank, I got this! You only

live once! I always wanted to see

what one of these swanky places is

like.

Mac hands the bouncer some money and they enter the club.

FRANK

In that case, let’s get laid!

CUT TO:



28.

15 INT. NIGHTCLUB 15

Mac, Charlie and Frank are getting drunk at the bar in the

nightclub. It is dimly lit with a disco ball in the center

and techno music playing in the background.

FRANK

We should maintain our focus for

tomorrow. I think this should be

the last round.

CHARLIE

The night is young Frank, we should

make the most of it!

MAC

Come on Frank, we never go out! Ya

gotta live it up once in a while!

FRANK

Alright, just stay in control. I’m

gonna hit the head.

Frank leaves to go to the bathroom. As he makes his way to

the bathroom, he walks under the disco ball in the middle of

the dance floor. This triggers a flashback to when he and

Billy Mays were at Studio 54 in 1978.

CUT TO:

16 INT. STUDIO 54 - FLASHBACK 1978 16

Frank is in Studio 54 wearing a teal leisure suit with Billy

Mays. The BeeGees "Night Fever" is playing in the

background.

FRANK

This place is amazing Billy!

BILLY

I told you it was a great place to

unwind!

Frank is getting down a la John Travolta from Saturday Night

Fever.

FRANK

You’re 100% right Billy. But, can

I talk business with you for a

moment?
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BILLY

Frank, for the last time, I told

you I want nothing to do with that

scheme of yours!

FRANK

Come on Billy, I need your

help! You’re the only one that can

move that amount!

BILLY

I’m sorry Frank, but I can’t touch

this one. It’s all up to you.

Frank leaves and goes to the bathroom. He is pissing at a

urinal when suddenly he snaps out of the flashback and now

he is back in present day where he is pissing in the

sink. He snaps out of the daydream, finishes pissing and

makes a phone call.

FRANK

Hey Wong...yeah it’s raging bull

here. I have a guy to move the

product. He’ll be perfect for

it. Get the shipments ready.

Frank exits the bathroom.

CUT TO:

17 INT. MEXICAN RESTAURANT - MOMENTS LATER 17

Mac and Charlie are in Chipotle to redeem the 13 free

burrito coupon.

CHARLIE

Shouldn’t we have told Frank that

we were leaving.

MAC

He’ll figure it out. I’ve just

been jonesin for some burritos.

CHARLIE

I’ll run back in and tell him that

we’re here.

MAC

(to guy behind counter)

I’d like 13 of your finest

burritos. 4 beef, 4 chicken, and 4

pork. The last one you can surprise

me!

(CONTINUED)
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Charlie leaves to let Frank know where they are.

CHARLIE

I’ll be right back Mac! We’ll meet

up with you out front here.

MAC

(distracted by the Mexican

food)

Sure man, whatever you wanna do.

Mac waits for the burritos and exits the store with a big

smirk.

CUT TO:

18 EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE CHIPOTLE 18

Mac has about $600 and 13 burritos. He is approached by a

hooker. Mac is loaded from all the earlier drinking.

HOOKER

You lookin for a good time baby?

MAC

Absolutely! You like burritos?

HOOKER

I like whatever you like sugar!

MAC

Let’s get a room!

CUT TO:

19 INT. MOTEL ROOM - THE NEXT MORNING 19

Charlie and Frank are banging on the door of the motel room

Mac got with the hooker.

FRANK (O.S.)

Open up whore! We know you’re in

there.

CHARLIE (O.S.)

What have you done with Mac?

The hooker opens the door. Frank and Charlie push their way

in.
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HOOKER

What the hell is this?

FRANK

You goddamn succubus! Do you

realize what you’ve done!

CHARLIE

Mac!! We need to get you to the

final!

Charlie enters the bathroom and finds Mac passed on a toilet

with a wifebeater and his pants around his ankles. There is

burrito remnants smeared all over his face.

CHARLIE (cont’d)

Oh my God!! Mac! Frank, I think

he’s dead!

Charlie is furiously trying to awaken Mac.

FRANK

You killed our friend! It’s

payback time!

Frank pulls a six shooter.

HOOKER

Woo woo, now calm down little

man! I didn’t do anything to your

friend!

FRANK

Then why is he slumped over on the

toilet?

HOOKER

Look, he wouldn’t even look at me

all night! He paid me and then

went to town on all those

burritos. I ain’t never seen

someone go on a bender like that!

Frank enters the bathroom where Mac is passed out. There is

remnants of burrito everywhere. Mac is on the can. His arm

is tied off with the tin foil wrapper and burrito is all

over him. On the counter is chopped up lettuce and sour

cream with a razor blade. There is a used condom that has

salsa and sour cream on it. Next to that is a burrito that

hasn’t been eaten, but has been clearly violated.
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FRANK

What the hell happened here last

night?

HOOKER

I’ve seen some weird shit in my

time, but your friend here is a

freak!

CHARLIE

Come on Mac! Snap out of it

buddy! Live damn it, live!

Charlie starts pounding on Mac’s chest while everyone else

looks on.

MAC

OOOOMMMMPHHHHH

Mac starts to come to.

FRANK

Mac, you missed the final. It’s

past 1 PM! We’ll never make it to

New York City in time!

CHARLIE

Dude, did you bang a burrito last

night?

MAC

Ooooohhhhh, my head is killing

me! Where the hell am I?

CUT TO:

20 INT. PADDY’S PUB - WEEKS LATER 20

The gang is sitting around at the bar. Dennis is browsing

the internet.

FRANK

I can’t believe you could be so

selfish Mac! You have no idea what

you’ve done! The shipments are in

rout...in rout!!!

DENNIS

Frank, lay off of him!
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MAC

Dude, you don’t have to rub it

in! I’m never eating another

burrito again!

DEE

Never going down on a burrito you

mean!

DENNIS

Shut up! Let’s watch the

commercial.

Dennis queues up the finalized commercial from the contest

winner. A commercial begins that has the two McPoyle

brothers demonstrating the Burrito Maker. They use Mac’s

punch line "Burritos in my belly." The sister licks her

lips and the commercial ends.

MAC

I can’t believe that won and they

stole my line!

DEE

Makes you feel like a real jerk,

doesn’t it?

A popup ad comes up on the computer for a softcore foot

fetish porn site. Dee’s feet make up a number of the photos

on the popup.

DENNIS

I knew it Dee! You were making

softcore porn!

Everyone turns to Dee.

MAC

I can’t believe someone would get

their rocks off to those big bird

feet! There’s some twisted people

out there.

Everyone turns back to Mac.

MAC (cont’d)

What?

FADE OUT.

END OF EPISODE
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